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Abstract
In this paper, we propose a new system design framework for large vocab-
ulary automatic chord estimation. Our approach is based on an integra-
tion of traditional sequence segmentation processes and deep learning chord
classification techniques. We systematically explore the design space of the
proposed framework for a range of parameters, namely deep neural nets, net-
work configurations, input feature representations, segment tiling schemes,
and training data sizes. Experimental results show that among the three pro-
posed deep neural nets and a baseline model, the recurrent neural network
based system has the best average chord quality accuracy that significantly
outperforms the other considered models. Furthermore, our bias-variance
analysis has identified a glass ceiling as a potential hindrance to future im-
provements of large vocabulary automatic chord estimation systems.
1. Introduction
Automatic chord estimation (ACE) has been one of the major challenges
in music informatics. It can be a significant subproblem in tasks such as
cover song identification [1, 2, 3], music structural segmentation [4], and
genre classification [5, 6]. It also has a critical role in problems such as audio
key detection [7, 8] and downbeat estimation [9, 10].
Human chord estimation experts have developed websites such as Ulti-
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mateGuitar1, E-chords2 and many others3, where the chords of millions of
songs can be found. To be useful for practical purposes (e.g., song covering,
busking, rehearsal, performance), those chords are often captured in great
details, with a large chord vocabulary including suspensions, extensions, in-
versions and even alterations. As the music production rate grows, it is
foreseeable that these chord services will increasingly rely on ACE technolo-
gies.
It is not uncommon to associate ACE closely with automatic speech recog-
nition (ASR). We have witnessed advancements in ASR such as the hybrid
approaches based on “Gaussian mixture model (GMM) + hidden Markov
model (HMM)” (i.e., GMM-HMM) [11, 12], and more recently with deep
learning techniques [13, 14]. Naturally, one would consider that ASR solu-
tions can also be applied to ACE with similar success [15]. However, while
ASR requires the algorithm to output a sequence of words, ACE requires
the algorithm to output a time-aligned sequence of chords that matches the
chord onsets in the input sequence. Therefore, unlike ASR, ACE requires
both segmentation and classification techniques.
Most ACE systems do have similar designs as ASR systems. However, by
following the ASR tradition, they perform segmentation and classification in
one single pass, overlooking a possible “divide and conquer” strategy towards
the two tasks. The problem scenario in ACE differs from ASR in that chords
are usually segmented rhythmically.
1.1. Brief Overview of ACE Systems
The ACE problem has been studied for around two decades. The very
first approach [16] takes a sequence of pitch class profiles (PCP), or chroma-
gram (a sequence of salience vectors for each of the twelve pitch classes) [17],
as the audio feature, and decodes the chord sequence using a template based
mean-smoothing method. Several subsequent approaches [15, 4] replace this
method by GMM-HMM based probabilistic models. Motivated by the suc-
cess of GMM-HMM, many machine learning based ACE methods that derive
the GMM-HMM parameters by data have emerged [18, 19, 20, 21].
Differences in implementation details notwithstanding, most traditional
ACE systems are based on a similar architecture, in which the chromagram
1ultimate-guitar.com
2e-chords.com
3polygonguitar.blogspot.hk; chords-haven.blogspot.hk; azchords.com
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is extracted as feature, and then a GMM-HMM-like (or conditional random
field [22, 18], Markov logic network [7]) is used to decode the chromagram
for a chord sequence. Amongst the most prominent of those systems are the
dynamic-Bayesian-network based musical probabilistic system [23], and its
HMM version - Chordino [24].
Recently, deep learning based approaches have started to emerge in ACE.
To very briefly recap, there are: 1. a convolution neural network (CNN)
based system [25], that locally processes each input frame using a CNN
and then globally post-processes the CNN outputs with median-filtering for
a chord sequence; 2. a hybrid fully-connected neural network (FCNN) +
recurrent neural network (RNN) system [26], that locally computes posterior
chord probabilities for each frame using an FCNN, and globally classifies a
chord sequence using an RNN; 3. a hybrid deep belief network (DBN) +
RNN system [27], and a hybrid DBN + HMM system [28], both of which
are variants of the previous FCNN+RNN system. All of them have shown
comparable or better results than the state-of-the-art in metrics with major
and minor triads.
1.2. ACE Evaluations
According to the reports4 of the annual “music information retrieval eval-
uation exchange” [29] (MIREX), ACE evaluations before 2013 had mainly
focused on “MajMin” vocabulary, which contains 12 major chords, 12 minor
chords and an “NC” chord (representing anything that cannot be described
by “chords”). Unfortunately, this vocabulary is far from covering all chords
in practice.
To form a more complete evaluation, a necessary first step is to incor-
porate chord inversions and seventh chords into the vocabulary. Since 2013,
there are 4 evaluation vocabularies in MIREX ACE: “MajMinBass”, which
contains “MajMin” and their first and second inversions; “Sevenths”, which
contains 7, min7 and maj7 beyond “MajMin”; and “SeventhsBass”, which
contains “Sevenths” and all of their inversions. An ACE system can be
designed to support any vocabulary, and the MIREX ACE evaluation tool
[30, 31] will try to perform necessary chord mappings based on the evaluation
vocabulary being used.
4http://www.music-ir.org/mirex/wiki/MIREX_HOME
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1.3. Chord Inversions
Of all the systems submitted to MIREX ACE after the new evaluation
standard, only one supports chord inversions [32]. Due to the dominating
population of root position chords (mainly root position triads), systems that
do not support inversions could achieve relatively higher scores than those
that support inversions [33] under SeventhsBass evaluation. This is because
a chord’s inversion is easy to be confused with its root positions. Since the
vast majority of chords are in root positions (the evaluation datasets contain
mainly pop and rock music), the non-supportability of inversions makes such
confusions only possible in one direction (i.e., inversions misclassified as root
positions) and thus much less likely than those of the other direction (i.e.,
root positions misclassified as inversions).
Musically speaking, an ACE system should distinguish root positions
from inversions because their sound qualities are different in many musi-
cal contexts. For example, referring to the chord progressions in Figure 1, if
a system does not support inversions, it breaks bass line continuations and
thus alters the harmonies. As the ultimate goal of ACE is to implement mu-
sic intelligence to match human experts’ performance on chord recognition,
the supportability of a more sophisticated vocabulary with chord inversions
should be considered given this goal. Consequently, in this paper, all pro-
posed systems support exactly the “SeventhsBass” vocabulary and they all
undergo the “SeventhsBass” evaluation. Therefore, in this context, the large
vocabulary is referring to the set of “SeventhsBass” chords (containing maj,
maj/3, maj/5, min, min/b3, min/5, maj7, maj7/3, maj7/5, maj7/7, 7, 7/3,
7/5, 7/b7, min7, min7/b3, min7/5, min7/b7, and N, totally 18 + 1 types)
with 19 chord types in total.
1)  | G | D/F# | F | C/E | Cm/Eb |  
2)  | A | Bm | A/C# | D |  
3)  | C | G/B | Am | Am/G | F | C/E |  
4)  | C | F | C/E | D/F# | E/G# | F#/A# | Bm7 | C# |
Figure 1: Four chord progressions that contain bass line continuations which require chord
inversions (those with a “/” mark). In all these sequences, the basses are either walking
downward or upward. Progressions like 1, 2 and 3 are very popular among pop/rock.
Progression 4 induces a key shift from C major to F# minor.
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1.4. Contributions and Findings
Thus far, we have identified several research gaps. Firstly, the existing
works have not considered a fundamental difference between ASR and ACE
in regards to segmentation, which may lead to a possible design that considers
segmentation and classification as two separate tasks. Secondly, the support
for large vocabulary has been largely overlooked, particularly the support for
chord inversions. Note that chord inversion is a crucial ingredient for pop
and rock music, which is the primary focus of ACE research.
As a prelude to this work, recently we proposed a hybrid “chromagram
extraction + deep neural network” system that classifies chords based on
a pre-segmented sequence [reference made anonymous on purpose]. In this
paper, we generalize this system as a deep learning based large vocabulary
ACE (LVACE) design framework. The main contributions and findings are
as follows:
• we propose an LVACE system design framework using a combination
of pre-segmentation techniques and deep neural nets;
• we find that amongst all the investigated deep neural nets, the recur-
rent neural network performs the best in overall chord symbol recall,
and significantly better than other systems in average chord quality
accuracy;
• we find that there is a glass ceiling that potentially hinders the progress
of the current LVACE research.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 overviews the LVACE
system framework; Sections 3 and 4 describes the system implementation
under the proposed framework and explores the variations under a wide range
of parameters; Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper and discusses possible
future LVACE research directions.
2. System Framework
Figure 2 depicts the LVACE system framework in our study. The work-
flow is as follows:
• Feature extraction: both training and validation data share the same
feature extraction module; features are extracted from each input track
using a method similar to the one employed in the Chordino system [34]
(to be elaborated in Section 2.1).
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• Segmentation: 1. for training, the feature sequence is segmented by
the ground truth annotations; 2. for validation, the feature sequence is
segmented using a GMM-HMM process (to be discussed in Section 2.2).
• Segment tiling: each feature segment is tiled into a fixed number of
sub-segments (see Section 2.3).
• Deep neural nets: 1. for training, the segments and their chord labels
are used to train the deep neural nets (will be described in Section 2.4);
2. for validation, the trained neural network is used to predict chord
labels.
Training Data
Ground Truth
Segmentation
Segment Tiling
Validation Data
Ground Truth 
Chord Labels
GMM-HMM 
Segmentation
Deep Neural Nets
Feature Extraction
Chord Predictions 
Figure 2: The LVACE system framework. The LVACE system framework. For training,
each data sample first goes through a feature extraction process, and then segmented
by ground truth labels. After segment tiling, the data samples are used to train a deep
neural nets. The validation process shares the same modules with training, except for
segmentation, where a GMM-HMM method is applied.
2.1. Feature Extraction
Feature extraction starts by resampling the raw audio input at 11025
Hz, which is followed by a short-time-Fourier-transform (STFT, 4096-point
Hamming window, 512-point hop size). It then proceeds to transform the
linear-frequency spectrogram (2049-bin) to log-frequency spectrogram (252-
bin, three bins per semitone ranging from MIDI note 21 to 104) using two
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cosine interpolation kernels [34]. The output at this step is a log-frequency-
spectrogram, or log-spectrogram, Yk,m, where k is the index of frequency
bins, and m is the index of time frames. We denote the total number of
frames as M , and the total number of bins in each spectrum as K (in this
context K = 252).
The amount of deviation from standard tuning is estimated using the
algorithm in [10], where the amount of detuning is estimated as:
δ =
wrap(−ϕ− 2pi/3)
2pi
, (1)
where wrap is a function wrapping its input to [−pi, pi). ϕ is the phase angle
at 2pi/3 of the discrete-Fourier-transform (DFT) of
∑
m Yk,m/M . The tuning
frequency τ is then computed as:
τ = 440 · 2δ/12, (2)
and the original tuning is updated by interpolating the original spectrogram
Yk,· at Yk+p,·, where:
p = (log(τ/440)/ log(2))× 36. (3)
The “36” indicates that there are 36 bins per octave (3 bins per semitone) in
Yk,·. The updated log-spectrogram will be referred to as “notegram” in the
following.
To enhance harmonic content and attenuate background noise, a stan-
dardization process is performed along the frequency axis:
Y STDk,· =
{
Yk,·−µk,·
σk,·
, if Yk,· > µk,·
0 otherwise,
(4)
where µk,· and σk,· are the mean and standard deviation of a half-octave
window centered at Yk,·, respectively. Y is then updated by Y STD.
This is followed by a non-negative least square (NNLS) method to ex-
tract a sequence of note activation patterns [35] from the log-spectrogram.
Concretely, assume each note activation pattern has L bins (in this context
L = 84), the log-spectrum Y·,m can be expressed as:
Y·,m ≈ EX·,m, (5)
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where E is a K × L matrix, which is a dictionary of note harmonic series
profiles, and X·,m is the note activation pattern to be fitted by the algorithm.
The kth entry of E is a geometrically declining overtone series [36] of length
L:
al = s
l−1, s ∈ (0, 1), (6)
where l indicates the lth upper partials of tone k of the original frequency
axis, and s is a declining factor controlling the steepness of the partials’
envelope. A large s means a slower decline. Normally s is within [0.6, 0.9].
The NNLS algorithm [37] is used to find out an X·,m that minimizes the
difference between Y·,m and EX·,m. The output of this process is usually
called NNLS chromagram, or NNLS matrix (84-bin, 1 bin per semitone).
The feature dimension is further reduced before the segmentation process.
Particularly, each NNLS chroma is weighted by the bass and treble profiles
depicted in Figure 3. After that the saliences of each pitch class are added
together, resulting in a 24-bin bass-treble chromagram. Each column of the
bass-treble chromagram is then L∞ normalized, so that each bin of each
chroma is within the range of [0,1].
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90
0
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9
1
Bass and Treble Profiles
MIDI Number
Figure 3: The bass (+) and treble (.) profiles. They are both computed in the shape of
Rayleigh distributions with scale parameters 16.8 (for bass) and 42 (for treble) respectively.
The horizontal axis and vertical axis represents the MIDI pitch numbers, and normalized
profile amplitudes from 0 to 1, respectively.
Table 1 provides a summary of different levels of representations gener-
ated by this feature extraction process. In this paper, we mainly make use
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of two features from the above process: the notegram and the bass-treble
chromagram (simply refered to as “chromagram” in the following). In the
experiment section, we sometimes also refer to notegram as “-ns”, and chro-
magram as “-ch”. Figure 4 summarizes the full information flow of the above
feature extraction and segmentation process using the first line of Let it be
as input.
input spectrogram log-spectrogram
notegram NNLS notegram bass-treble chromagram
Figure 4: Information flow of feature extraction process
Process Output level Bins
STFT spectrogram 2049
Linear-Log Mapping log-spectrogram 252
Tuning notegram 252
NNLS NNLS notegram 84
Bass-treble Profiling (bass-treble) chromagram 24
Table 1: Different levels of feature representations.
2.2. Segmentation
The segmentation process is implemented using a GMM-HMM, which is
characterized as follows:
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• The hidden node models the categorical states of chords. In the Sev-
enthsBass implementation, there are totally 217 states (1 state per
chord), where the 217 is found by multiplying the number of chord
types (18) with the number of chord roots (12) and adding the number
of “N.C.” chord types (1).
• The observable node represents a chroma. It is a 24-dimension Gaus-
sian node connecting to the bass-treble chromagram.
• The emission of each hidden state is a 24-dimension Gaussian distri-
bution with parameters specified in Table 2. These parameters assign
different Gaussians to different pitch classes according to their roles in
a chord.
• The transition matrix has heavy uniform self-transition weights, which
are 99.99 times of the uniform non-self-transition weight.
• The prior probabilities are uniformly distributed.
µ σ2
Bass - chord bass 1 0.1
Bass - not chord bass and is chord note 1 0.5
Bass - neither chord bass nor chord note 0 0.1
Treble - chord note 1 0.2
Treble - not chord note 0 0.2
No Chord (for all notes) 1 0.2
Table 2: GMM-HMM segmentation settings. Different parameters are assigned to different
note degree within a chord.
2.3. Segment Tiling
The segment tiling process is introduced to equalize the length of every
segment, so as to enable neural networks with fixed-length input. This pro-
cess divides a segment into N equal-sized sub-segments, and takes a frame-
average within each sub-segment, resulting in an N -frame segment (referred
to as Nseg in the following, where N is a variable). If the original number of
frames is not divisible by N , the last frame is extended to make it divisible,
i.e. this process turns a segment with a variable number of frames into a
segment with a fixed number of N frames.
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2.4. Deep Neural Nets
Each Nseg will be classified as a chord label through a deep neural net.
There are three types of deep neural nets considered here: fully-connected
neural network (FCNN), deep belief network, and recurrent neural network.
2.4.1. Fully-connected Neural Network
The FCNN is a vanilla neural network with the most basic settings. It is
a feedforward neural network, and each layer is fully-connected to the next
layer. It applies rectified linear units (ReLUs) as hidden layer activations. It
is trained via stochastic gradient descent with back-propagation.
2.4.2. Deep Belief Network
The DBN is implemented based on the FCNN. Its multiple hidden layers
have sigmoid activations instead of ReLUs.
In the pre-training phase, every pair of adjacent layers (except for the
output layer) are trained one pair at a time as restricted Boltzmann machines
(RBMs) [38]. In our implementation, the RBM formed by the input layer
and the first hidden layer is a Gaussian-Bernoulli RBM, because the input
Nseg feature contains real numbers. The RBMs formed by the hidden layer
pairs are Bernoulli-Bernoulli RBMs, because each neuron is stochastic binary
[39].
In the fine-tuning phase, the network is regarded as a feedforward neural
network and trained via stochastic gradient descent with back-propagation.
2.4.3. Recurrent Neural Network
The RNN (Figure 5) is configured with bidirectional long-short-term-
memory (LSTM) hidden units [40] (BLSTM-RNN). Figure 6 shows the struc-
ture of a basic LSTM unit [41] in the context of a simple logistic regression.
The input data path has 4 identical copies for input gate I, output gate O,
forget gate F and the input port. Each gate or port will activate an output
between 0 and 1 according to its input and activation function. The input
gate activation is multiplied with the input port activation to become an
input value to the LSTM cell. The forget gate activation is multiplied with
the cell value from the previous time step to become another input to the
cell. The current cell value is determined by the sum of the these two cell
inputs. The output of the unit is given by the multiplication of the output
gate activation and the current cell value. Note that in some configuration
the cell value can be fed back into the gates.
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1-frame
input layer
forward 
hidden  layer
#chord-way 
softmax
backward 
hidden layer
N frames
Mean Pooling
Figure 5: The bidirectional recurrent neural network architecture used in our system.
Both hidden layers employ LSTM units in place of normal logistic units. The RNN is
expanded to N frames, with mean pooling to summarize results.
Cell
O I F
…
…
L
Figure 6: The structure of a long short-term memory unit
LSTM can relieve the gradient vanishing problem for long sequence train-
ing [42]. In our LSTM implementation, all gates employ sigmoid activations,
while both the cell and output neuron use hyperbolic tangent activations.
For a fixed-length Nseg input, the RNN is unrolled into N slices, each han-
dling one input frame. A mean pooling operation is added before the output
layer to summarize the LSTM outputs.
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3. Experiments
In this section, we describe a systematic approach to explore and evalu-
ate different system variants of the LVACE framework. We first introduce
the datasets, then elaborate the experimental setup, and finally discuss the
training and cross-validation (CV) process.
3.1. Datasets
For training/cross-validation, we use six datasets of 546 tracks in total.
They contain both eastern and western pop/rock songs. They are:
• 29 tracks from the JayChou dataset (JayChou29, or J) [43];
• 20 tracks from a Chinese pop song dataset (CNPop20, or C) 5;
• 26 tracks from the Carole King + Queen dataset (K) dataset 6;
• 191 songs from the USPop dataset (U) 7;
• 100 tracks from the RWC dataset (R) 8;
• 180 tracks from the TheBeatles180 (B) dataset [44].
The datasets are notated by their letter codes. For example, the combination
of all datasets is denoted as “CJKURB”.
Both chromagram (-ch) and notegram (-ns) are extracted from each track.
Both of them can be transposed to all 12 different keys by circular pitch
shifting (for -ch) or pitch shifting with zero paddings (for -ns). For example,
a piece of treble chromagram in key of C can be represented as:
PCPC = (C
′, C#′, D′, D#′, E ′, F ′, F#′, G′, G#′, A′, A#′, B′), (7)
where X ′ stands for the salience of pitch class X. It can be circularly shifted
to represent an equivalent PCP in other keys, such as key of D:
PCPD = (D
′, D#′, E ′, F ′, F#′, G′, G#′, A′, A#′, B′, C ′, C#′). (8)
5http://www.tangkk.net/label/
6http://isophonics.net/datasets
7https://github.com/tmc323/Chord-Annotations
8https://staff.aist.go.jp/m.goto/RWC-MDB/
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As for notegram, although we have pitch saliences instead of pitch class
saliences, the same “pitch shifting” ideas can still be applied, given that the
out-shifted saliences are filled by zeros.
In practice, the original key is considered as a pivot, and the features are
circularly shifted to all 12 keys (the amount of transpositions ranging from
-6 to 5 semitones). Adjusting the ground truth chord labels accordingly, this
results in a 12-time data augmentation, which helps in reducing over-fitting
[45, 46].
3.2. Experimental Setup
Under the proposed LVACE framework, possible design choices are:
• type of deep neural nets
• depth and width of hidden layers (network configurations)
• number of frames in segment tiling
• input feature representations
• amount of training data
Our study is based on the settings depicted in Table 3. For naming con-
ventions: a combination of layer width and depth is denoted as [width*depth],
such as [800*2]; a segmentation tiling scheme is denoted as Nseg, such as
6seg; a point in this six dimensional hyper-parameter space is denoted by
concatenating each parameter with “-”, such as FCNN-6seg-[800*2]-ch-JKU.
The space can be explored by parameter sweeping along a given dimension.
Particularly, we will first explore along the layer width and layer depth. We
then explore the segment tiling scheme with fixed layer width and layer depth.
Following the same strategy, we explore all factors in Table 3. This process
does not search the whole hyper-parameter space. However, it could gain
us some insights of the proposed LVACE framework and produce some good
system variants as well.
In this context we regard a “model” as a crossing point of all dimensions
in Table 3, including training data size. We regard a “system” as a full
implementation of the LVACE framework, including the feature extraction,
segmentation and deep neural nets. However, since all models share the same
feature extraction and segmentation processes, we sometimes use the terms
“model” and “system” interchangeably.
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Dimension Variation
neural net FCNN; DBN; BLSTM-RNN
segment tiling 1; 2; 3; 6; 9; 12 (seg)
layer depth 2; 3; 4
layer width 500; 800; 1000
input feature notegram (-ns); chromagram (-ch)
amount of training data JK; JKU; JKUR; JKURB
Table 3: Variations considered in this study
3.3. Training and Cross-validation
The following training procedures are applied throughout the experi-
ments:
• Each FCNN is trained using mini-batch stochastic gradient descent,
and regularized with dropout [47] and early-stopping [48].
• Each DBN is pre-trained using contrastive-divergence [38] (CD-10), for
30 epochs with a learning rate of 0.001. It is fine-tuned using the
FCNN’s training procedure.
• Each BLSTM-RNN is trained using an Adadelta optimizer [49], regu-
larized with dropout and early-stopping.
• All mini-batch stochastic gradient descents use a learning rate of 0.01
and a batch size of 100.
• All early-stopping criteria are monitored using the validation error of
the CNPop20 dataset, which is not in any training set. The model with
the lowest validation loss will be saved, and if the current validation loss
is 0.996 times smaller than the lowest one, the early-stopping patience
will increase by the value of the current number of iterations. Training
stops when the patience is less than the current number of iterations.
• All dropout rates are set to 0.5.
Five-fold cross-validation (CV) is performed throughout all experiments.
Each fold is a combination of approximately 1/5 tracks of each dataset. Every
model is trained on four folds and cross validated on the remaining fold, re-
sulting in a total number of five training/cross-validation scores, the average
of which will be the final score to be reported.
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We provide all implementation details including the training and cross-
validation scripts online 9, so that interested readers can repeat the experi-
ments when they have access to the raw audio datasets.
4. Results and Discussions
Throughout this section, we use the MIREX ACE standard evaluation
metric, weighted chord symbol recall (WCSR), to report system perfor-
mances, where the “chord symbol recall” (CSR) is defined as follows:
CSR =
|S ∩ S ∗|
|S ∗| , (9)
where S and S∗ represents the automatic estimated segments, and ground
truth annotated segments, respectively, and the intersection of S and S∗ are
the parts where they overlap and have equal chord annotations. WCSR is
the weighted average of all tracks’ CSRs by the lengths of these tracks:
WCSR =
∑
Length(Tracki) ∗ CSRi∑
Length(Tracki)
, (10)
where the subscript i denotes the track number. Unless otherwise specified,
we report all WCSR scores under the SeventhsBass evaluation, where a cor-
rect classification does not involve any chord mapping scheme beyond the
SeventhsBass vocabulary [30]. We use the MusOOEvaluator tool 10 to gen-
erate these scores from all the ground truth and predicted chord sequences.
The WCSR is upper-bounded by the segmentation quality, which is com-
puted as directional Hamming distance (DHD). The DHD from S∗ to S is:
h(S∗||S) =
NS∗∑
i=1
(|Si| −max
j
|S∗i ∩ Sj|), (11)
where subscription i indicates the ith segment. Note that the distance is not
commutable, which means h(S∗||S) and h(S||S∗) represent two different dis-
tances. Conventionally, h(S∗||S) measures under-segmentation and h(S||S∗)
measures over-segmentation. In either case, a good segmentation is indicated
9https://github.com/tangkk/tangkk-mirex-ace
10https://github.com/jpauwels/MusOOEvaluator
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by a small value. When reported as scores, they are usually normalized by
the lengths of the tracks, and minus by 1, in order to make it equal to the
[0, 1] range of the WCSR score [44]:
h(S∗, S) = 1− 1
T
max{h(S∗||S), h(S||S∗)} ∈ [0, 1]. (12)
Note that we do not report the segmentation score for every system, because
they all share the same GMM-HMM process described in Section 2.2. This
process has a segmentation score of 83% on the JKURB dataset.
In the following discussion, we will analyze the experiment results from
a bias-variance perspective [50]. Assuming that a model is trained for multi-
ple times over different samples of the same population, with other settings
remain unchanged, the model’s prediction for a given input will become a
random variable. The model’s prediction error can thus be expressed as [51]:
Prediction Error = Bias2 + V ariance+ Irreducible Error (13)
Concretely, a model’s bias is defined as the expected difference between its
prediction and the ground truth. It measures how much a model’s predic-
tions are consistently deviating from the true value, and it indicates whether
a model contains fundamentally incorrect assumptions. A model’s variance,
on the other hand, measures the variance (i.e. the statistical variance, which
equals the square of the standard deviation) of the model’s prediction. It
indicates how much a model’s predictions will vary across its different real-
izations with different training samples, or equivalently, how much inconsis-
tencies are there within the predictions. Finally, the irreducible error term
could be seen as collection of everything that is not bias or variance, such as
the noise or inconsistencies in the data itself.
Bias and variance is highly correlated with over-fitting and under-fitting.
A high bias model tends to under-fit the data, while a high variance model
tends to over-fit the data. A model that neither over-fits nor under-fits,
will have low bias and low variance. The amount of bias-variance can be
approximated from a model’s training and validation (or cross-validation)
score:
• A model with high bias (under-fitting) has similar training and valida-
tion scores, but none of them is high.
• A model with high variance (over-fitting) has a high training score and
a low validation score.
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In other words, a model’s bias can be approximated as the value of its train-
ing or validation error if the two errors are close to each other, and a model’s
variance can be approximated as the difference between its training and val-
idation errors. Note that the irreducible error could either appear as bias or
variance.
In the following, we will examine how each design choice in Table 3 ac-
tually affects the systems’ biases and variances. Moreover, we also compare
among different types of deep neural nets and a baseline model, and see which
one performs the best in the LVACE task.
4.1. Network configurations
Figure 7 shows the WCSRs of a set of JKU-6seg models with different
neural nets, network configurations and input features.
-ch models — The FCNN has local maximal validation scores when the
network has two layers, and it performs worse as network becomes deeper.
The DBN’s validation scores are stabilized around 50. In this group of ex-
periments, the training and validation scores are close to each other.
-ns models — The FCNN’s validation scores are all focused around 50. As
for the DBN, there is a trend of performance downgrade along the depth
dimension. In both cases the differences between training and validation
scores are very small.
Remarks — Firstly, all the FCNN-ch models outperform the FCNN-ns mod-
els. This could be largely due to the prior imposed by the chromagram
feature. It embeds the knowledge about “pitch classes”, and it is origi-
nally designed for chord recognition tasks. On the other hand, because the
notegram is several feature transformations away from the chromagram, it
contains no such prior information. This could explain why the FCNN-ch
models perform worse as they become deeper. Every extra layer will tend to
weaken the prior at the input, and at the same time, these layers try to learn
some other regularities that map the chromagrams to the chord labels. The
results show that, unfortunately, the deeper networks are unable to learn
more useful regularities than the prior knowledge already contained in the
chromagram.
Secondly, all the DBN-ns models outperform the DBN-ch models (except
for the one at [1000*4]). Note that the only difference between the DBN
and the FCNN is the generative pre-training process, which in effect is a
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Figure 7: Exploring the effect of different network configurations. All models are trained
with JKU-6seg-ch.
strong regularization process that prevents over-fitting. This is sometimes
equivalent to increasing the model’s bias or decreasing the model’s variance.
As shown in Figure 7, since the variances of the FCNN-ch models are already
small, the DBN-ch models perform worse than the FCNN-ch models due to
the higher biases. However, since the FCNN-ns models have high variances,
the DBN-ns models perform better than the FCNN-ns because of the lower
variances.
Thirdly, the performance downgrade of the DBN-ns models starting from
[800*3] and [1000*2] could be caused by the well-known gradient vanishing
problem in deep networks (with sigmoid activations). This could be verified
by monitoring the weight updating process. When the gradient vanishing
happens, the average amount of weight updates closer to the input will be
much less than those closer to the output, resulting in more errors in the
earlier layers, which will be aggregated through the feedforward path to the
output.
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4.2. Segment tiling
Figure 8 shows the WCSRs of a set of JKU-[800*2] models with different
neural nets, segment tiling schemes (Nseg) and input features. Note that
[800*2] in BLSTM-RNN means there are a forward and a backward hidden
layers, each having 800 LSTM units.
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Figure 8: Exploring the effect of segment tiling. All models are trained with JKU-ch-
[800*2]
-ch models — The FCNN tends to perform worse with larger N ; The DBN
tends to perform better with larger N ; The BLSTM-RNN grows gently when
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N is less than 3, and remains relatively constant thereafter. They all have
very small variances.
-ns models — Still the FCNN tends to perform worse with larger N ; Both
the DBN and the BLSTM-RNN have the worst performances when N is 1,
and they have higher and stable performances when N is greater than 1.
Remarks — With a large Nseg, a model becomes more complex because
of a less blurry input, so that one could expect either less bias, or more
variance. In the FCNN models we could observe a tendency of slight variance
increasing. This tendency has possibly offset the trend of bias decreasing,
which we could not see from Figure 8.
For the DBN, as discussed in Section 4.1, the generative pre-training
processes could reduce the variances or increase the biases. This is clearly
reflected in Figure 8 if we compare the DBN’s WCSRs with the FCNN’s.
On one hand, this could explain why the DBN-ch models have an increasing
trend of performances (as well as a decreasing trend of biases) with a larger
N , because the DBN-ch model has a much higher bias than the FCNN-ch
one when N equals 1. On the other hand, it could also explain why there is a
performance boost from N = 1 to N = 2 in the DBN-ns models, and that the
DBN-ns models have consistently lower variances and higher performances
than the FCNN-ns models.
For the BLSTM-RNN models, the training and CV curves are much more
spread out than those of the FCNN and the DBN. On one hand, the RNN
imposes a weight sharing mechanism across the segment tiling frames. This
has an effect of regularization by limiting the number of parameters connect-
ing the input layer to the hidden layer, thus limiting the network’s ability
to recognize arbitrary dependencies across frames. On the other hand, the
RNN also introduces a set of recurrent weights that connect each frame to
its next frame. This makes the network more flexible in capturing sequential
dependencies between frames. This explains why the training and CV curves
are so separated. Particularly, the average training scores of the RNN models
are much higher than those of the DBN’s and the FCNN’s, because the RNN
is essentially biased towards problems with sequential natures, and the ACE
is one of these problems. Still, we have relatively low CV scores in these
RNN models, which lead to high variances. As we will see in the following
subsection, this can be remedied by more training data.
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4.3. Amount of training data
Figure 9 shows the WCSRs of a set of 6seg-[800*2] models with different
neural nets, training data sizes and input features.
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Figure 9: Exploring the different training data size. All models are trained with 6seg-ch-
[800*2].
For both -ch and -ns models — In all three plots, there are clear trends that
increasing the amount of data boosts the models’ performances. While the
variances of the FCNN and DBN models remain being small, the variances
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of the BLSTM-RNN models tend to decrease with the increase of data. In-
terestingly for the FCNN, the increase of data from JKUR to JKURB leads
to larger variances and worse CV scores.
Remarks — Similar to Figure 8, the FCNN’s and DBN’s training and CV
curves as shown in Figure 9 are still very close to each other. It seems
that as the amount of data increases, their models have saturated at some
point and there is little room for further improvement. On the contrary, the
BLSTM-RNNs training and CV curves are much wider apart, and the models
tend to generalize better as the data size grows. The results in Figure 9
seem to suggest that we have almost touched a performance “ceiling” of the
BLSTM-RNN-ch models, but we have yet to reach that of the BLSTM-RNN-
ns models.
4.4. Input feature
From Figure 7 to 9, we see that the training and CV curves of the chroma-
gram models are on average much closer than those of the notegram models.
This suggests that the prior knowledge contained in the chromagram feature
actually introduces bias in the model. On one hand, this may lead to better
models if the amount training data is limited (this discussion is not valid for
the DBN because of the generative pre-training process). On the other hand,
this can also limit the models’ improvement when we have sufficient amount
of training data. For example in Figure 9, we see a potential trend that if
more data is added to the model, the BLSTM-RNN-ns model will eventually
outperform the BLSTM-RNN-ch model, because the BLSTM-RNN-ns has a
higher ceiling (the training score) than the BLSTM-RNN-ch.
4.5. Balanced performance
The above discussions are focused on the overall WCSRs of different mod-
els. Here we are going to examine the models’ performances on specific
chords. Note that in our datasets (which we believe are good representatives
of pop and rock music in general), the chord distributions are highly skewed
(as shown in Table 5), where the maj and min triads make up almost 70% of
the whole sample population, the maj7, min7 and 7 chords constitute more
than 20%, and the portion of other chords are less than 10%. In the follow-
ing discussion, we refer to “common chords” as the maj and min chords,
“uncommon chords” as the sevenths chords, including the maj7, min7 and
7 chords, and “long-tail chords” as all the other chords in the SeventhsBass
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vocabulary. Moreover, we use “chord” and “chord type” interchangeably to
refer to a certain type of chords. We report system performance on chords
using the per chord WCSR:
WCSRC =
∑
Length(Ci) ∗ CSRi∑
Length(Ci)
, (14)
where the subscript i denotes the ith instance of the chord C within the data
set.
Figure 10 shows how different deep neural net models perform on differ-
ent chords. It is surprising to see that the FCNN and the DBN outperform
the BLSTM-RNN only in the maj chord category, while the BLSTM-RNN
outscores the other two by large margins in most long-tail chords and un-
common chords categories.
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Figure 10: Performance on different chords in different neural nets. All models are trained
with 6seg-[800*2].
Furthermore, we examine the versatilities of different deep neural net
models. We measure them using the “Average Chord Quality Accuracy”(ACQA)
[45], which averages the WCSRs of all chords with equal weights:
ACQA =
∑
WCSRC
# of chords
. (15)
Models that over-fit a few chord types tend to give lower ACQAs, while
those well-balanced ones will have higher ACQAs. As shown in Figure 11,
the average ACQA of the BLSTM-RNN models outscores the average ACQAs
of the other two types of models by around 10 points.
We perform a Friedman test [52] on the track-wise ACQA results. After
that we use the Tukey HSD (honest significant difference) [53] to perform
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Figure 11: Average ACQAs of SeventhsBass Vocabulary. All models are trained with
6seg-[800*2].
a multiple comparison test on the Friedman test’s statistics with a signifi-
cance level of 0.05. As shown in Figure 12, both BLSTM-JKURB-ch-6seg-800
and BLSTM-JKURB-ns-6seg-800 are significantly better (no overlap of con-
fidence intervals) than the other systems, and BLSTM-JKURB-ch-6seg-800
is significantly better than BLSTM-JKURB-ns-6seg-800 as well. This con-
cludes that the BLSTM-RNN models are significantly better than the FCNN
and the DBN models in terms of ACQAs, or balanced performances.
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DBN-JKURB-ch-6seg-800,800
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Figure 12: Friedman test with Tukey HSD: ACQAs of different system variants
Now we have concrete evidence that the BLSTM-RNN is a better neural
network in solving the LVACE problem than the other two models. It is
reasonable to think that the BLSTM-RNN regards its input as a sequence of
frames, while fully-connected networks (in this context the FCNN and DBN)
regard their inputs as flat vectors. Therefore, while the BLSTM-RNN tries
to look for regularities within each pair of consecutive frames along the time
direction, the FCNN or DBN would search for regularities within every point
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of the flat vector as if they are not time related at all. Another perspective
is that the BLSTM-RNN has 1/N times the weights as much as those of the
FCNN’s and the DBN’s between the input layer and the first hidden layer.
Thus the weight sharing over multiple frames prevents the BLSTM-RNN
from over-fitting, and allows the model to process higher resolution inputs
without an increase in parameters.
In some cases, the fully-connected network is more efficient given that the
input feature has already encoded certain prior information about music (e.g.
chromagram contains the information about pitch classes). Nevertheless, it
overlooks the “sequential order of frames”, which probably causes the over-
fitting of root position chords and the under-fitting of chord inversions.
4.6. Baseline comparison
Finally, we compare our LVACE framework with the Chordino. It should
be emphasized that Chordino is the only suitable baseline because: (1) Our
framework resembles Chordino in terms of the segmentation and feature ex-
traction processes; (2) Chordino is the only other system that supports sev-
enth chords and chord inversions.
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Figure 13: Performance comparison between system representatives and Chordino on
WCSRs. All models are trained with JKURB-6seg-ns-[800*2].
We choose one representative for each type of deep neural net, all trained
and cross-validated with JKURB-6seg-ns-[800*2], and compare them with
the Chordino using the standard MIREX ACE categories as described in
Section 1.2. As shown in Figure 13, the representative of BLSTM-RNN
outperforms the Chordino by large margin in Sevenths and SeventhsBass,
and it scores fairly close to the Chordino in MajMin and MajMinBass. The
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other two representatives are not performing as good as the Chordino in most
categories.
We perform a Friedman test on the track-wise SeventhsBass WCSR re-
sults. After that we use the Tukey HSD to perform a multiple comparison
test on the Friedman test’s statistics with a significance level of 0.05. As
shown in Figure 14, BLSTM-JKURB-ns-6seg-[800*2] is significantly better
than the other systems as well as the Chordino.
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Figure 14: Friedman test with Tukey HSD: WCSRs compared with the baseline
In terms of ACQA, as shown in Figure 15, Chordino outperforms both
the FCNN’s and DBN’s representatives, but the most balanced system is
the BLSTM-RNN’s representative. We again perform a Friedman test with
Tukey HSD (p = 0.05, using the track-wise results) to test whether the
differences in ACQAs are significant. As shown in Figure 16, the BLSTM-
JKURB-ns-6seg-[800*2] system is again significantly better than the other
systems as well as the Chordino.
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Figure 15: Performance comparison between system representatives and Chordino on
ACQAs. All models are trained with JKURB-6seg-ns-[800*2].
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Figure 16: Friedman test with Tukey HSD: ACQAs compared with the baseline
5. Conclusions
In this paper we present an in-depth discussion of a hybrid “GMM-HMM
+ deep neural net” LVACE approach. Preluded with an argument for the
necessity of recognizing chord inversions in practical ACE systems, our work
is motivated by a current research gap in ACE, which is the overlooking of
large vocabulary and chord inversions. This is the rationale behind the Sev-
enthsBass LVACE implementation. We then put forward the LVACE system
framework, which has handcrafted feature extraction and segmentation pro-
cesses, and uses deep neural nets to classify chords from the features. We
conduct several groups of experiments on different system variants of the
LVACE framework, from which we report the following major findings:
• The chromagram feature contains prior knowledge about musical pitch
class that increases the bias and limits the potential improvement of
the models.
• The BLSTM-RNN can learn regularities from the notegram feature
that potentially outperforms the chromagram feature.
• The BLSTM-RNN’s representative system (with all available training
data) has significantly better WCSR and ACQA than the FCNN’s one,
the DBN’s one, and the Chordino.
Despite the best system variant significantly outperforms the baseline
system, all training and CV scores presented in this paper are still far less
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than 100%. This indicates either there is large bias in the LVACE framework
itself, or there is irreducible error in the underlying data. We speculate three
potential causes as explained in the following.
Firstly, the performance of the proposed framework is upper-bounded
by the segmentation performance of the GMM-HMM process introduced in
Section 2.2, and the performance of this process on the JKURB set is 83%.
Secondly, the segment tiling process introduces bias to the system, since it
assumes a chord can be correctly recognized after we tile its original features
into several frames of averaged features. This process could help prevent
over-fitting by regularizing the degree of freedom of the input, but at times
it scarifies important information conveyed in the original variable-length
features.
The above two points set a hard performance limit of the proposed LVACE
framework: unless the chord segmentation technique is perfect and the seg-
ment tiling process is completely excluded, one could not expect a system
with very low bias.
Thirdly, there is non-negligible amount of noise in the ground truth anno-
tations themselves. Inevitably, due to differences in musical training, human
annotators sometimes disagree, particularly on long-tail chords [54]. This re-
sults in a glass ceiling for LVACE: unless there are more data for uncommon
and long-tail chords and they are more consistently labeled, all efforts for
improving LVACE will be hindered by the lack of skewed class training and
data consistency.
In a very strict sense, there is not any “gold standard” if human annota-
tors themselves might disagree with each other. But in a loose sense, there
could be a “gold standard” if:
• all annotations are done by only one annotator, or
• all annotations are done by multiple annotators (much more than two).
In the former case, the only annotator “dictates” a local “gold standard”,
so that whenever a machine tries to learn from the data, it actually targets
at this annotator’s “style”. In the latter case, multiple annotators decide a
“gold standard” in a way such as majority vote or data fusion [55, 56], so
that a trained model actually aims at the optimal “style” that minimizes the
objections among these annotators. Therefore, although the “gold standard”
is indeed an important issue, we still have to design a system that “learns
well”.
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We believe that the next step of LVACE research should focus more on im-
proving the recognition accuracies on uncommon and long-tail chords. That
is, instead of considering the overall WCSR of a large vocabulary, attention
should also be given to the balanced metric, such as ACQA. Although we
have pointed out that the BLSTM-RNN is very promising in handling large
vocabulary with inversions, we have yet to explored possible ways to train
the network under such “imbalanced class population ” scenario [57]. More
importantly, we should spend greater efforts on data collection, particularly
of long-tail chords, and at the same time ensure the data integrity and con-
sistency, in the future development of LVACE.
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Dataset Tracks M/5 M/3 M M7/5 M7/3 M7/7 M7 7/5 7/3 7/b7 7 m/5 m/b3 m m7/5 m7/b3 m7/b7 m7
C 20 3.2 4.5 38.4 0.2 0.2 0.0 10.2 0.0 0.3 1.1 9.3 2.7 0.0 20.3 0.5 0.0 0.1 9.1
J 29 4.1 8.1 32.3 1.2 0.2 0.1 6.9 0.4 1.5 2.3 5.0 0.7 1.3 15.1 0.7 0.0 0.3 19.8
K 26 4.5 3.9 52.0 0.0 0.3 0.2 5.1 0.3 0.2 0.5 6.2 0.1 0.3 14.9 0.2 0.0 0.8 10.4
U 191 2.3 3.9 54.7 0.0 0.1 0.1 3.2 0.1 0.3 0.3 8.3 0.4 0.4 15.1 0.0 0.1 0.4 10.2
R 100 2.5 4.6 42.8 0.3 0.1 0.1 8.9 0.0 0.2 0.3 7.9 0.4 0.5 15.3 0.0 0.1 0.2 15.7
B 180 2.4 1.0 66.1 0.0 0.2 0.3 0.9 0.1 0.1 0.4 8.7 0.6 0.5 15.9 0.0 0.1 0.4 2.5
WA 2.6 3.3 54.3 0.1 0.1 0.2 4.0 0.1 0.3 0.5 8.1 0.6 0.5 15.6 0.1 0.1 0.4 9.1
Table 4: Distribution of chords (M=maj, m=min) in the datasets and their weighted averages (WA) by the number of tracks.
(maj and min: 69.9%; maj7, min7 and 7: 21.3%; others: 8.8%)
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